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We give necessary ndsufficient conditions forthe xistence of positive solutions 
to a nonlinear lliptic system arising from athematical ecology with the Dlrichlet 
boundary data ssigned by the equilibria of the corresponding ODE system. The 
main result 1sTheorem 1. The tools are Dancer fixed point index and degree 
theory. ( 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following reaction-diffusion system isknown as the Rosenzweig- 
MacArthur system (see [4, 51): 
u, = Au + uf(u) - uuqqu) 
u,=ddu+g(o)+h4u~(u), 
(1) 
where u= U( t, x), u= u( t, x), xE Q c R”, 52 is a bounded omain, the dand 
R are positive constants, and functions f, 4,g E C’(R) satisfy thefollowing 
hypothesis (H): 
f(u) >0, f’(u) < 0, for 0 d u < cO, f(co) = 0, 
(H) f(u)<0 
i 
for u>c,>O, 
u&u)>01 (d(u))’ > 0, 
g(u) Bd(O)% g(0) =0, g’(c) < 0 for u>O. 
We can without loss of generality assume c0 = 1. This can be achieved by
resealing u without changing the form of (1) and the assumption (H) on 
f? 49 g. 
The parabolic system has two extreme settings. One is the time-inde- 
pendent case U, =0 = u,, giving the lliptic system of steady-state solutions 
- Au = z&u) - uuqqu) 
-ddu=g(o)+&u&u). 
(2) 
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Another extreme s tting is the spatially homogeneous case Au = 0 = Au, the 
ODE system 
du/dt = uf( u) - uv& u) 
dv/dt = g(v) + i&m&u). 
(3) 
The positive solutions f the elliptic steady-state systems have been the 
object ofmuch research in recent years. Since it has already been shown 
that (see P. DeMottoni and F. Rothe [13]) under certain conditions the
only positive solution must be constant for the Neumann problem, 
researchers thus naturally studied the physically important Dirichlet 
boundary problem. See, for example, [2-6, 8-10, 12, 141. To explore the 
deep connections between the systems (l), (2), and (3), Conway and 
Smoller suggested heinvestigation of elliptic system (2) with the Dirichlet 
boundary data ssigned by the equilibria of the ODE system (3). Under 
hypothesis (H), there exist three equilibria (0, 0), (LO), and (p, q), where 
p, 4 > 0 are the solutions to the algebraic system 
uf( 2.4) - uv(b( 24) =0 
g( 0) + &dv& u) = 0. 
It is easy to see by computing the Jacobian teach of these critical points 
that both (0,O). (1,0) are saddle points while (p, q) is an attractor (see 
[4]). In [13] DeMottoni and Rothe proved that he system (2) with 
Dirichlet da a (u, v) IdR =(p, @ has only one positive solution u-p, v = ii, - - 
i.e., the constant solution (notice that (p, q) happens to be an attractor of 
the ODE system (3).) Indeed, this is an immediate r sult ofTheorem 1in 
[ 131. In [ 123, we have given the necessary ndsufficient conditions forthe 
existence of positive solutions to more general predator-prey systems sub- 
ject to the Dirichlet da a (u, v) I dR = (0,O). The problem remains ow of the 
case in which the Dirichlet da a re given by (u, v) ian = (1, 0), the third 
equilibrium. Thispaper gives the necessary ndsufficient co dition f rthe 
existence of positive solutions to the above problem in a form that is, 
algebraically, very simple-looking. 
2. PREPARATIONS 
We first remove the assumption of monotonicity on the functions f and 
g in hypothesis Z-Z. We assume only for f, $, g E C’(R) that 
for Oiu<c,; 
for 24 >c0 > 0; f(cO) = 0, 
(d(u))’ > 0, 
g(0) =0, g’(0) < 0. 
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As we have mentioned, thec0 can be taken to be constant 1.
Next we state a theorem due to E. N. Dancer and give an improvement 
to it. 
(A) We follow the notation given by Dancer [7]. Let E be a Banach 
space. WC E is called a wedge in E if (i) W is closed convex set and (ii) 
CY W G W for every real CI >0. A wedge W is called a cone if WA ( - W) = 
(O}. Let W,.= {xEEly+yxE W for some y>O}, where yis an arbitrary 
element inthe wedge W. Then: 
(i) W,={X~Ely+Bx~WforO<0<y,forsomey>O), 
(ii) W, is convex, WY2(-y}u {yju W, 
(iii) W,. is also awedge. 
Let S, = {x E WJ 1 -x E IV.“}; then S, is a linear subspace ofE. Let L be a 
compact linear operator in E with L( W-, )E W,.. L is said to have property 
M if there is a t E (0, 1) and an element w E W.i,\S-y suchthat w- tLw E S., 
Dancer’s theorem can be stated asfollows ( ee Sections 1, 2of [7] ). 
THEOREM D. Let W be a wedge in a Banach space E and A : W -+ W be 
a compact map with fixed point Ay, = y, E W. Let L = A’( yO) be the FrPchet 
derivative qf A at y,. Then L maps @‘yO into itself 
(i) Assume I- L is invertible on E and L has property r on @y, then 
index ,+,( A, yO) =0. 
(ii) Assume also that I-L is invertible on E. Jf L does not have 
property a then index&A, y,) = + 1. 
Note. By index,(A, y) we mean the degree deg,(Z-A, U(y),O), 
where U(y) is a small neighborhood f y in W. It is well known that 
deg,(Z- A, U(y), 0) does not depend on a choice of U(y) as long as it is 
small enough. Notice that in order to define a Leray-Schauder deg ee, W 
should be a retract in he Banach space E. By an important theorem of 
Dugundji, every nonempty closed convex subset ofa Banach space E is a 
retract of E. Our wedge is hence aretract of E. That deg,(Z- A, U. 0) # 0 
implies that here is a fixed point y E U of A. For more details see [ 11. 
In investigating the quadratic system (as aspecial case of system (2)) 
-du=au(l-u)-utl 
-ddv=u(--u+m(m-y)) 
(4 v) Ian = C-4 Oh (4) 
where a> 2, and m and y are positive constants with 0< y < 1, Dancer [S] 
in 1984 gave a necessary andsufficient co dition for the existence of a
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positive solution to the above system. His proof was based on Theorem D. 
But this theorem actually cannot be applied tothe above system (4), since 
the condition that Z-L is invertible on E does not hold in this case. In
order to apply the index theorem to our elliptic systems, we give an 
improvement to Theorem D as follows. 
THEOREM D’. Let y, E E be a fixed point of A. 
(i) Assume I-L is invertible on mY,\(O}. ZfI- L : W.VO -+F.V,, is not 
a surjective map,then index&A, y) = 0. 
(ii) Assume Z-L is invertible on @‘.VO. Zf L does not have property c1 
then index,(A, y)= f 1. 
Theorem D’ can be proved by a straightforward modification of the 
proof of Theorem D in [7]. 
Indeed the proof of Theorem D in Dancer’s paper is made up by 
Lemmas l-4 in Section 2 of [7]. The invertibility of Z-L on whole space 
E was employed to establish thepart (d) of Lemma 2 in Section 1 of [7] 
and to give the estimate 11x -LxJJ >Kl(x(J for xE WY. (See the expression 
(1) in Section 2 of [7].) These can be achieved by using the invertibility of 
Z-L in p.V and the compactness of L and the assumption given in 
Theorem D’ that Z-L : @.VO + &0 is not a surjective map.For more detail 
see [ll]. 
(B) We need the following lemmas 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a bounded domain in R”. Zf f (v, x) is C’ in v E R 
and continuous in XESZ and af/av is bounded for bounded v and x. Zf 
functions v,,v2 E C2(Q) n C(0) satisfy 
Au, =f(v,, x), Au2 =f(vz, x) 
~~1-V2Idf?=0~ v2 & VI(X) 3 VAX) in Q 
then vi(x) > v2(x) in Q. 
Proof: It is easy to see from the assumption of functions f, vl, and v2 
that here is a constant K>O such that I(f(vl)-f(v2))/(vl -v2)I <K for 
x E 52. We thus have 
By the strong maximum principle (s e, for example, [15]) it follows that 
either v,E v2 or v, > v2 in 52. 1 
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LEMMA 2.2 (See also [12]). Assume T is a compact positive linear 
operator nan ordered Banach space. Let u > 0 be a positive element. We
then have the following conclusions; 
(i) tf Tu>u then r(T)> 1. 
(ii) If Tu<u then r(T)< 1. 
(iii) IfTu=u then r(T)= 1. 
Here and throughout this paper (L) denotes the spectral dius oflinear 
operator L. 
Proof. (iii) Tu = u implies that 1is an eigenvalue with positive eigen- 
function u. The conclusion n wfoilows from the Krein-Rutman theorem 
(see Theorem 3.2 in [I]). 
(i) Let Tu>u and suppose r(T)< 1. Since 1.u- 7’u<O and u>O, 
by the Krein-Rutman theorem again, r(T) # 1. Suppose r(T) < 1. Since 
a = 1 . ( -u) - T( -u) > 0 then by the Fredholm alternative here must be a 
unique solution D f a = 1 . v - T(v) and furthermore, by the Krein-Rutman 
theorem again, this olution is positive, therefore - u > 0. This contradic- 
tion shows r(T)> 1. 
(ii) Tu < u implies 1 .u- Tu > 0. An argument similar to that in (ii) 
shows 1> r(T). 1 
3. MAIN RESULT AND PRCXIF 
In this ection we give the necessary andsufficient co dition for the 
existence of positive solutions to the system 
-Au = uf(u) - uv$d(u) 
- dAr =g(v) +aq+4) (3.1) 
(4 v)lm= (1, O), 
where f, g, 4 are assumed to satisfy thehypothesis H , in Section 2.
LEMMA 3.1. Let u, v be a nonnegative solution f(3.1). We then have: 
(1) IJ‘urO, then uzl. 
(2) [f 52 is small, then u E 1. v - 0 is the only nonnegative solutzon 
of(3.1). 
Proqf: (1) First weprove that 
-Au= uf(u). 
u),,= 1 
409.1138/2-17 
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has as its only positive solution u z 1. If u is a nonnegative solution, it is
easy to see by the general maximum principle that 0<U < 1. Multiplying 
the above quation by(1 - U) and then integrating overSz we have 
- I/(1 -r+s,U(l -U)f(U)~O. 
The left-hand side is Jo(d(l-u))(l-u)= -Js,JV(1-~)12+ 
San (a( 1- u)/an)( 1 - U) = - In (V( 1- u)l* < 0. (The boundary integral 
vanishes because ofthe boundary condition.) Comparing the above two 
inequalities we have 
s du(1 -u)=O or I IV(l -u)(2=0. R R 
Therefore IV( 1- u)12 E 0, i.e., u s 1. 
(2) Now we return tothe system (3.1). Again, we denote 1, the first 
eigenvalue of (-d) over 52 subject to zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Multiplying both sides of the second equation f(3.1) with uand then 
integrating overD it gives 
Combining this equation with the well-known inequality (with the fact 
uIpn=O in mind) 
djQ (Vu)*> 1, dj u* 
R 
it follows that 
<g’(O) il,u2 +KS, u2uqqu). 
By the first equation f(3.1) and the general maximum principle on
concludes that 0i u < 1. Therefore 
;I, dS, u* < (g’(O)+&(1)) s, 0’. 
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It is well known that 
A , m l/(diam(Q)(’ 
where diam(Q) is the diameter ofQ. Suppose vf 0, we get i, d< 
g’(0) + @( 1). So we get acontradiction when 52 is mall enough. Therefore 
u r0. Combining this fact with the result wegot in the first part of this 
proof, one concludes u ZE 1, v E 0. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. If u, v are a nontrivial nonnegative solution f(3.1) then 
0<u<1,0<v. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Lemma 2.1 can be applied tothe second 
equation fsystem (3.1). Consequently, v > 0.Doing the same to the first 
equation e gives u > 0. Now we employ the general maximum principle 
to the first equation a d use the facts hat v> 0, d( 1) > 0, and f( 1) = 0, and 
we conclude that u< 1. 1 
Under the hypothesis (H r), we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Assume 1 g(v)/v( -+cc as v + xl. Then the system (3. I) has 
a strictly positive solution ifand only if 
g’(O)+&(l)>dE.,. 
Proof Letu=l-&thenO<u<liffO<ii<l.(~,v)thensatislies 
-dU= -(1-U)f(l-ii)+(l-iG)v~(1-ii) 
-ddv=g(v)+R(l-u)v&l -u) 
(C v)liiR=K40). 
(3.2) 
It is obvious that (u, v) is a solution of (3.1) ifand only if (6, u) is a solu- 
tion of (3.2). This is no longer a predator-prey system, and the results in 
[ 121 thus cannot be applied. Notice that (u, u) is strictly positive ff(u, u) 
is strictly positive andthat U~0 implies or0. (A careful study of the first 
equation f(3.2) with the hypotheses (H,) shows this assertion.) Since 
0 < Is < 1 is the apriori bound of U (because 0 < u < 1 is the apriori bound 
of u by Lemma 3.2), the general maximum principle together with the 
hypothesis on g implies that vhas an a priori bound B,. To see this, we
look at the maximum v’ of u. We have from the second equation f(3.2) 
that 
-g(a) <&( 1 )a. Notice that - g(u) >0 for v > 0. Our assertion s 
yzstified by the hypothesis that Ig(o)/vl + co as v -+ 00. Consequently 
0 < D < B, for some B, which is independent of the value of g’(O). 
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Let P be a sufticiently largenumber whose magnitude w shall specify as 
we go along. Consider 
(-d+P)u= -(1-u)~(1-~)+(1-quqq1-q+Pti 
- (A + P)v = d- ’ g(v) + d-l &l -u) u#(l -u) + Pv, (3.3) 
(4 0) I a* = (0, 0). 
Let 
Clearly (ii, u)is a solution of (3.3) ifand only if it is a fixed point of A(& u). 
We have 
A’(&, v,)= (-A + P)-’ 
[AA:: AA::], 
where 
A,,=f’(l -tig)+f(l -z&J-&f’(l -Co)-vOqql -z&) 
- v&(1 - z-&J + v&&( 1 - iio) + P
A,,=(l-f-&)&l-ti,) 
A21=d-‘(-k$‘(l-&,-~u~(1-ti0)+&&,qY(1-U0)) 
Az2= (g’(u,)+&l -i&J #(l -UJ) d-’ + P. 
We have seen that Uz 0 implies v = 0. The first part of Lemma 3.1 shows 
that u= 0 implies u 3 1, i.e., UZ 0. So (0,O) is the only trivial nonnegative 
solution. Evaluating A’(&,, q,) at (0, 0), we get 
4(l) 1 d-‘(g’(O)+&(l))-tP ’ 
Let D = {(U, v) E C,(Q,) @I C,,(D)) U < 1, u< B, + 11. Let K be the positive 
cone of nonnegative functions i  C,(D). From Lemma 3.2, if (u, u) is a 
solution to (3.1), then 0<U < 1, and thus 0< (1 -ii) < 1. Combined with 
the boundary condition ii IdR =0 it follows that ljUllm < 1 on D. We thus 
conclude that no fixed point of A(ti, v)could exist onJD. We choose P so 
large thatf’(l)+P>O and d-‘(g’(O)+&b(l))+P>O, and that P is not 
in the spectrum of-A. 
We parametrize A and A’ by varying g’(0). Since we have proved that 
A has no fixed point on aD, by the homotopy invariance of d gree theory, 
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deg(A, int D, K@ K) does not depend on g’(O), since g’(0) < 0. For the time 
being, let g’(0) be near - &(l) so that I, > d-‘(g’(O) + &(l)). As we 
have seen in the second half of the proof of Lemma 3.1 that uE 0 provided 
that 1,, > dp ‘(g’(O) + &j(l)), we therefore have U z 0 (the first part of 
Lemma 3.1). Inother words, (0,O) is the only solution in K@ K. This 
implies that 
deg(A,intD,K@K)=index.,.(A,(O,O)) 
provided that A, > d-‘(g’(0) + i?#( 1)). 
The index K@KM (O,O))=(-I)“, where Gis the sum of the multiplicities 
of the igenvalues of A’(0, )larger than one (see Chap. 12 of [ 151). So if 
r(A’(0, 0))< 1 then index KOK(A, (0,O)) = 1. Recall that 
d(1) 1 d-‘(g’(O)+&(l))+P
If ,X is an eigenvalue of A’(0, ) with eigenfunction ($;), then 
dm’(g’(0)+&(1))q5,+P~,=A(-d+P)qb,. Therefore E.~~‘[dm’(g’(0)+ 
&j( 1)) +P] is one of the values of (A, +P), i = 1, 2, . . n, . . where i., are 
the eigenvalues of -d over 52 under zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
So A = (d--‘(g’(O) + &4(l)) + P)/(E,, + P) for some i. We choose g’(0) so 
negative that dC’(g’(0) + &( 1)) < i,, whence 
i.e., r(A’(0, 0))< 1. So deg(A, int D, K@ K) = 1. As we know that he 
degree is homotopy invariant, thus deg(A, int D, K@ K) = 1 remains 
valid when we vary the g’(0). Now let g’(0) increase until 
dm ‘(g’(O) + &( 1)) >2,. This is exactly the hypothesis we made for our 
theorem. We claim in this case that index,@,(A, (0,O)) =O. Since 
I- A’(0, )is not invertible n C,(Q) @ C,(Q) when do- ‘(g’(O) + &( 1)) =
AZ) E.,) . .) I*,, . .we cannot make use of Dancer’s Theorem D. Instead, we 
use Theorem D’. 
We first verify the invertibility of I- A’(O,O) on I$‘,,,,,= K@ K. If 
(I-A’(O,O))(f;)=(i) for some ($;)EK@K, then 
and 
[dp’(g’(0)+@(l))+P]&=(-d+P)&. 
Without loss of generality, let d&‘(g’(O) + K#( 1)) =3., for some i >, 2. 
Then we get -Adz = l,dz. This implies d2$ K, unless q5z ~0. Therefore 
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(f’(l)+p)~,=(-A+P)~,, -Aq&=f’(l)$,. But f’(l)<O, so dt=O. 
Hence I-A’(0, 0) is invertible on w,O,,,. (Our argument shows that if 
1, <d-‘(g’(O)+&w))4 (J,, &, .‘., a,, ..I. 
then I- A’(0, )is invertible on the whole space E= C,(Q) @ C,(Q).) 
Next we need to verify that I- A’(0, )is not a surjective mapping from 
WY to @‘?, where y= (0,O). Tosee this, ince d-‘(g’(0) +&(l))=n, for 
some 122, let function k(x) be such that -dk(x) =d-‘(g’(0) + 
I@( 1)) k(x). Th en there is a function @(x)E K, the cone of C,(Q), that 
satisfies 0 # in$k dx. Thus 8 = ( -d + I’-’ $E K by the strong maximum 
principle. We claim (,“) isnot in the range of (I- A’(0, )) K@ K. By way 
of contradiction, suppose for some (2,) E KO K such that (2*) - A’(0, )( 2,) 
= (:). Then we have 
-dr,-S’(l)r,+4(ljk,=(-d+P)8=$ 
-Ak,-d-‘(g’(O)+&i+(l))k, =(-A+P)O=$. 
We thus have 
O#i,$k=s, C-dk,-d-‘(g’(O)+~~(l))k,Ik 
= jn [-Ak-d-‘(g’(O)+&b(l))k]k, =JbO.k, =O. 
This contradiction proves our claim. 
In the remainder ofour proof, weneed to examine the case in which 
2, <d-‘(g’(O)+&(l))+ {&,A,, .. A,,, . .}. As we have seen that in this 
case I- A’(0, 0) is invertible on the whole space, part (i) of Theorem D in 
Section 2 thus can be applied. Accordingly, we need only verify that 
A’(0, 0) satisfies property CI. Since WC,,,= K@ K, Sco,oj = (0). By the 
definition of property ~1, it is equivalent to verifying r(A’(0, )) > 1 
provided that d-‘(g’(0) + &(I)) > A,. Let 
Tw=(-A+P)-‘(P+d-‘(g’(O)+&4(l)))w. 
Then it is obvious that r(T) > 1. By the Krein-Rutman theorem, there is a 
function &E K such that r+, = r(T)&. Let +1 = 04, with 
0=&1)r(7’)[-~‘(1)+d-1(g’(0)+&(1))]-’. (3 4) 
Notice that -f’( 1) > 0, so ($;) E K@ K. Moreover, wehave A’(0, O)( f:) =
r(~)($;). (This can be justified by using the definition of A’(0, 0). Recall 
that 
A’(& 0) 
4, 
0 42 
=(-A+W’ C(S’(l)+P)i, +&l)h, 
d-‘(g’(O) +&W )Mz + %I 
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and that 4, = Odz, where 8 is given by (3.4).) So r(T) is in the point 
spectrum ofA’(0, ). Now r(T) > 1, and it follows that r(A’(0, )) > 1. By 
part (i) of Theorem D, index,,, (A, (0,O)) = 0. (Notice that in our case 
S,,,= SC,,,= {0} and that if r(L)= r(A’(yO))> 1 then A’(y,) has property 
c(.) Since we have already proved deg(A, int D, K@ K) = 1, there must be a 
solution in K @ K other than (0,O). Aswe have pointed out, for a non- 
negative solution (E7, v), U= 0 if and only if u E 0. Hence the solution 
U f 0 & u, and thus they both must be strictly positive. (Here we again used 
Lemma 3.2.) 
Finally, we have to prove the necessity forthe condition g’(0) + @( 1) >
dR, in our theorem. If(U, u) is a positive solution then 
u=(-d+P)-‘(d-‘g(u)+d-‘k(l-U)U~(l--)+P~I) 
<(-A+P)-’ 
[ 
d--‘&!2+p&(l)+p L’ 
L’ I 
<(-A+P)--1 [d~‘(g’(O)+~~(l))+P]v. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that r(T) > 1, where 
T=(-A+P)-’ [d-‘(g’(O)+~~(l))+P]Z. 
That r(T) > 1 if and only if d- ‘(g’(O) + @( 1)) >1,. This completes the 
proof. 1
COROLLARY 1. The Conway--Gardner-Smaller system 
-du=au(l -u)-ULI 
-dAu= -u’+um(u-y) (0 - y < I), 
(U,U)Im=(LOl 
has a strictly positive solution (u, v) if and only ij 
0x:y-c 1 -d,I,/m. 
Proof: The inequality given above is equivalent to (1 - r)m > dA,. 
This is a special case of Theorem 1, corresponding to 4(u) 3 1, g(u) =
-v2-ymv, and R=m. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Assume a, 6, c, d, e, f, g are positive. Then the predator- 
prey system 
-Au=u(-au-bvtc) 
-dAu=u(eu-fi-g) 
(2.4, 0) liiR = (c/a, 0)
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has a strictly positive solution ifand only if 
g/e < c/a - dA Je. 
Proof Compare with Corollary 1; this corollary differs f om it only in 
a change of scale by replacing 1 by c/a. (Also refer tothe beginning of 
Section 1,where we reduced the zero ff(u), cO, to 1.) 1 
Conclusion. Asa summary of this paper together with [12, 133, it 
shows that he lliptic system has its only constant solution f its Dirichlet 
data re assigned with the attractor of the corresponding ODE system, and 
that here are always certain conditions necessary ndsufficient for the 
existence of positive nonconstant solutions while the Dirichlet da a are 
prescribed with the saddle points ofthe corresponding ODE system. 
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